Executive Summary: Jean-Paul-L’Allier Prize for Heritage

**Introduction** Poland's leadership in cultural park implementation, epitomized by Krakow, showcases a commitment to heritage preservation and the enrichment of cultural landscapes.

**Social Responsibility in Cultural Conservation** Poland faced challenges post-1989 with the intrusion of mass culture into public spaces, notably impacting historic city centers. Cultural parks, integrated into heritage protection laws in 2003, offer a unique solution. Krakow leads with three established cultural parks, emphasizing social responsibility.

**Stare Miasto Cultural Park** Established in 2010, Stare Miasto Cultural Park safeguards Krakow's historic center, regulating aesthetics and enhancing residents' quality of life while preserving heritage sites. Rigorous monitoring ensures stakeholder consultation and park integrity.

**Nowa Huta Cultural Park** Established in 2019, Nowa Huta Cultural Park balances heritage preservation with modern needs, collaborating with local businesses to restore original aesthetics. Monitoring ensures alignment with preservation goals and stakeholder consultation.

**Kazimierz ze Stradomiem Cultural Park** Established in 2022, this park protects Krakow's historic Jewish district, addressing challenges from tourism and commercialization. Rigorous monitoring and stakeholder engagement maintain park integrity amid urban dynamics.

**Future Prospects: Podgórze with Krzemionki** Future plans include a cultural park in Podgórze, balancing commercial interests with heritage preservation. Krakow's monitoring team will guide sustainable development while safeguarding cultural heritage.

**Exemplarity of the Project** Krakow's cultural parks serve as models of exemplary heritage preservation, setting standards for other cities to follow.

**Climate Aspect** The cultural parks in Krakow contribute to climate resilience through the preservation of green spaces and cultural landscapes, mitigating urban heat island effects and promoting biodiversity.

**Enhancement of Qualities Making the City Heritage-Friendly** The cultural parks enhance qualities that make Krakow a heritage-friendly city, fostering community pride, preserving historical identity, and promoting a sense of belonging among residents.

**Importance for Sustainable Development** Krakow's cultural parks play a vital role in sustainable development by balancing economic growth with environmental protection and social well-being, ensuring the city's long-term prosperity.

**Conclusion** Krakow's cultural parks exemplify innovative heritage preservation, emphasizing social responsibility, sustainability, and climate resilience. These initiatives serve as global models for cultural conservation, deserving recognition such as the Jean-Paul-L’Allier Prize for Heritage. Through comprehensive monitoring and stakeholder engagement, Krakow sets a benchmark for effective heritage preservation, ensuring its legacy for future generations.